
Fish and depression 
Hibernating squirrels and stroke treatment 
NYC rats and hepatitis C
Pet dogs and brain cancer
Pigs and calcific aortic valve disease
Salamander genome sequencing and human tissue 
regeneration
Seychelles warbler neighbors and good health & aging
Songbirds and how babies learn to speak
Sooty mangabey and AIDS resistance
The Nottingham retriever dog study and human male fertility
Zebrafish and concussion 
Zebrafish and spinal cord injuries 
  
Caenorhabditis elegans and stress 
Caenorhabditis elegans, gut bacteria and healthy aging  
Conch shells and body protection
Demodex mites and pimples
Fire ant venom and psoriasis
Honeybees and new antibiotics
Jellyfish and electronic skin technologies
Sea cucumber and regenerative medicine
Sea sponges and tuberculosis
Spider silk and hearing aids
Squid ink and gum disease
“Walking nose” crabs and predator tracking
Venomous nematode proteins and agricultural infestations
ZAP male mosquitoes as disease fighters
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Ancient enzymes and origin of life     
Plant RNA and the role of female bees
Repurposing existing drugs for emerging disease
Zinc acetate lozenges and the common cold
 
9/11 Toxic dust and increased risk of heart disease
Ancient enzymes and origin of life 
Dung beetles and managing methane emission in cattle
Energy-saving pipeline design
Environmental toxins and inflammatory disease
“Firehawk” raptors and fire-spreading  
Melting Antarctic ice and distant glaciers

Fungi for assessing radioactive contamination
Mushrooms and anti-aging potential
Myco-insecticides and bed-bug infestations

Gut Microbiome and Anxiety
Staphylococcus epidermidis & Propionibacterium acnes 
and acne
 
Forgetfulness and brain rhythms during sleep
Gene mutation and pain sensitivity 
   
Coffee and herbal teas and liver fibrosis
Extra virgin olive oil, chocolate & improved cardiovascular 
profile
GMO potatoes and vitamins A and E
Parsley, vanilla, orchids, and 3-D scaffolds for biomedical 
implants



Seaweed and biofuel
Spinach leaves and heart tissue
Turmeric, apple peels and red grapes and prostate cancer
  
3D bioprinting of complex cellular structures
3D-printed microfibers and artificial body parts
Artificial Intelligence and finding rare and endangered 
species
Artificial intelligence and deep learning 
Artificial intelligence versus humans in spotting cancer
Crime shows and criminals  
Cryo-electron microscopy and kidney stone treatments
Digestible diagnostics
Emerging approaches to energy production
Epigenetics and gene function
Gene therapy and alcoholism
Inner ear stem cells and deafness
Lab on a chip and biosensor technology
Lasers and gold and bladder cancer
Opioid receptors and safer painkillers
Optical tweezers and diagnosing cancer
Plants as test system for human anesthesia
Popular media and personalized medicine 
Predicting response to flu vaccines
Rapeseed, pollination, bees and crop yields
Retinal scan and Alzheimer's detection
Selfies and pancreatic cancer
Spider silk and engineering artificial cardiac tissue
Traditional Chinese medicine and bone loss
WWII cryptography and mind-controlled prosthetics
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